
 

 

* 5 Days 4 Nights Chiang Mai + Mae Kachan Tour *  
(Lime Package) 

 
 

 
Day 1            Arrival in Chiang Mai   (Dinner) 
Glimpse of Chiang Mai  
Arrive in Chiang Mai, you will be welcomed by your tour guide at the airport. Proceed to 3D 
Art Museum, a place to make fun memories. This evening you will enjoy Northern 
Thailand’s famous Khantoke Dinner, a night of Lanna culture with traditional dancing shows 
and iconic northern Thai dishes.  
 

Day 2   Chiang Mai                (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)  
Best of Chiang Mai  
Begin your day with a visit to the Elephant Camp, where you will get to watch delightful 
elephant shows and have fun riding on them. Stop by the Orchid & Butterfly Farm for exotic 
blooms. Thereafter, enjoy the entertaining antics and performances at the Monkey Show, 
as well as the Human & Snake Fighting Show. Next to Mix Hill Tribes, visit to six different 
hill tribes namely Akha, the Palong, The Karen, The Lahu, The Lisu and the Long Necks, each tribes its own culture, 
distinct colourful dress and language. Last stop of the tour is Blue Temple (Wat Ban Den), surrounded by beautiful 
landscapes and the temple stands prominently on top of a small hill and can be easily seen afar. 
 

Day 3   Chiang Mai – Chiang Rai – Mae Kachan    (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)  
Best of Chiang Rai  
This morning, embark on a day tour to Chiang Rai. Enroute, visit Mae Kachan Hot Spring, the 
architectural marvel of White Temple (Rong Khun Temple), a breathtaking architecture and 
design temple completely in white and very ornate, and the infamous Golden Triangle – one 
of Asia’s two main opium-producing areas, it’s known to local as Sop Ruak where Thailand, 
Burma and Laos meet separated by the Mekong River, as well as Mae Sai – the northernmost town of Thailand, it’s a 
major border crossing between Thailand and Myanmar. End of tour check in Mae Kachan Hot Spring House for a 
night stay.  
 

Day 4   Mae Kachan – Chiang Mai       (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)  
Village Experiences  
This morning, visit to San Kham Pang Village (Home Industries), the major traditional 
handicraft center in Northern Thailand where you can see how Thai silk, cotton products, 
jewelry, painting works, umbrellas, and food products such as royal jelly and honey are 
created. Continue to The Hidden Village, experience the unique ambience and wide range of 
activities such as the jungle of giant insects and the house of animals and Dinosaur Town. 
 

Day 5   Departure from Chiang Mai     (Breakfast)  
Free & Easy   
Free & easy till departure transfer to Chiang Mai airport for homebound flight                 

 
 Tour Code: PGH5NGOO 

SIC Tour     Good for 2 Pax Travel     Price frSGD268 per pax 

 


